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ABSTRACT: This study is prepared to present pearls and pitfalls of the feminist thought, and explain Virginia 

Woolf’s ideas of equality between sexes. Especially in this study, I’ll try to dwell on the book, having 

beenaccepted as the most important work of Virginia Woolf, called To the Light House.Virginia Woolf wrote 

many books and articles about gender apartheidduring her life. Especially, she dwelled on the equality. Woolf 

gave lots oflectures about woman and literature.Especially in this book, she dwelled on woman; furthermore, 

she described the difficulties theyhad encountered. . 
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INTRODUCTION 
Feminism is a theory based on the principle equality of woman and manboth in social and economical 

field. As every current, feminism has twofaces; good and bad. But feminism should not be understood to have 

beenan event, threatening the social structure. As every movement, it is normal tohave good, weak and strong 

side; so does feminism.As it is known, when it is analysed, woman is seen like a commodity ofamusement and 

utilized like that in the historical process, still continuingmore or less. So, can we call this process freedom on 

behalf of women? Ithink people, having real feminist thought are opposed the use of womenas a 

commodity.Nowadays many feminist writer agree that feminism is not for the benefitof woman, but having been 

hid behind a big lie to use women as slaves.For example Christian Delphy agrees that woman is a toy of 

capitalism.Christina Hoff Sommers states that feminism is a women‟s movement, notbeing able to see the 

truths.Of course there have been periods that men and women do not have theequal rights in history. From time 

to time they have struggled a lot to use 

these rights; which should be treated with respect. Many feminist writersmade a bid for protecting the 

rights of women and to be able to set up thesystem based on the equality of principle. One of the important 

pointsthat they dwell on is, women cannot have the equal work environment andrights. David Conwey says: „It 

is true that the number of working womenis less; but the reason for that is not the men dominance. This is based 

onthe physical and mental structure between sexes.‟(Convay, David: 2000). 

An important writer in the field of feminism is Virginia Woolf and sheindited her work called A Room 

of One‟s Own in 1929. This work isaccepted as one of the basic beginning texts of feminist criticism. 

Mostlyknown by her novels, Virginia Woolf with this experiment work attractedspectacularly big attention. In 

the book, fictionalized as an answer to aspeech demand upon women and fictional letters, in some ways, 

VirginiaWoolf‟s intellectual story and the relationship between women and fictionalletters have been 

discussed.The writer categorises this relationship into three interrelated dimensions:women and what they look 

like, women and literature they reveal, womenand writings about them; moreover, from the very beginning of 

the book,she presents the reasons why she has written about feminism in herbook, and throughout the book she 

explains them by the answer for therelationship between women and fictional literature, a woman‟s desire 

towrite to earn money for a living, having a permanent income and a roomof her own and privacy.  

The main examples can be quoted all the time from the book suggest thenegative sides of the rights that 

women did not have but men had at theend of 19th century and the beginning of 20th century. Our writer 

cameacross an angry and awestruck beadle while she was walking on the grassthoughtfully in Oxbridge because 

walking on the grass was forbidden forthe female students and lecturers. They could just walk on the gravel 

path.At the end of this path the officer signed her to turn back by using hishands because little ladies could be 

allowed to enter the library if they hada student accompanying with or reference letter.A Room of One‟s Own 

written in 1929 was a classical novel of the feminism.Women‟s movement(feminism) is glued to the book called 

A Room of One‟sRoom might be the easiest Virginia Woolf‟s book to read. The subject istoo concrete: 

“Woman and Literature. There is an eternal and overhelmingquestion, asked women by men insistently. Since 

you say so why could not you have a genius like Shakespeare?” (Woolf, Virginia:1945) That‟swhy Virginia 

Woolf gave a drastic answer to this offending question aftergetting to the bottom of historical relations and 

taking a brief look at the 

A Feminist Study Of A Room of One‟s Own by Wirginia Woolfbooks in the library. And told women 

this: “Earn money, have your ownroom and create spare time. And write, without thinking what the mensay!” 

(Ibid) Afterwards it is recognized that there is a dog‟s perspective in 
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Flush written by Virginia Woolf.In the book the meals which are served in Fernham College, seems 

likeWoolf‟s aunt‟s Newham College that is just for women, where the writeris going to make a speech are really 

humiliating as compared with the onesserved to the men in Oxbridge. Woolf thinks that if somebody can not 

eatgood meal, he/she would not love or sleep well. In other words “the goodsides of life have to wait” Woolf 

believed that the money which was spentfor the religion, but it was sent to the university base when age or 

reasoncame. Just because of the fewness of the people who want women to geteducation caused universities to 

become men‟s schools.However if only mothers could have brought a fortune, there and in the otherwomen 

schools the subject would be science and wisdom. Unfortunatelyit is not only hard for women to earn money, 

but also women weren‟tallowed to own it (the money).The book examines the preconceived difference between 

genders whileliaising the women and fiction. Thinking of men‟s richness and women‟spoorness forces Woolf to 

consider the main circumstances of creating anart work. “If a person cannot eat well, he/she would not think 

properly”this sentence which is said at the beginning of the book tells that a personcan be an artist not with raw 

imagination concentration and creativitybut by developing and satisfying these talents in the adequate 

conditions.Poetical brilliance was mostly germinated among the wealthy people as itis shown in the examples of 

the book‟s end. That‟s why she emphasizes the importance of money and a room of one‟s own so strongly. 

VirginiaWoolf is a necessarily and sufficiently educated writer from her childhood.Her father is one of the best 

writers in the world besides she rejects all theproposals, honors and titles given by academy because she 

deserves tocarry the honor which is not corrupted with the madam and seat.The book, looking for the reasons of 

inequivalency and the answer of thequestion why women are poor on the British Museum‟s shelves says thatit is 

impossible to find this answer because the complete works writtenon women by men always coincide with each 

others. Mussolini hatedwomen while Goethe honored them. On the other hand another professordrew up the 

weakness of women‟s intellegence, soul and physical. And thewriter says the dominant belief, the main 

mentality tells that it is causedby such professors and the anger feeling. Virginia woolf called womento fight 

against the ideal British Women form of Victorian Period and inthat book writer remarks that it has to be taken 

off the title called “savedgender” and also if babysitters could be workers they would be everything.But it 

shouldn‟t be forgotten that mothering is not worse than advocacy.Forgetting mothering is not the way of 

reminding this to men and men‟smindsociety. In the same way saving virginity boundring the sexuality doesnot 

mean that it is free for men but taboo for women. Breaking taboosshould not be claimed to make women free. 

Accepting ethicalness is right. The feminist movement leaded by Woolf may demand to have their own room 

and constant income at the risk of corrupting their society and newgeneration while giving up Victorian angle 

women and also mothering andexaggerate opposing natality. 

For these reasons in this term the book telling that the tracks of a woman‟sbrilliance could not be seen 

in the recorded lines came for breaking theenmity of women writers and A Room of One‟s Own, added that 

overcomingwith economical problems is not enough. Man‟s West Literature‟s linescontinued the belief of 

women‟s being at the bottom. The result of it isdiscouraging for women, having to except or try to prove the 

oppositeidea made women disappointed. In the other words this means thatthe intellegence and soul must be 

clear and in harmony to show up thecreativity effort and must not try to defend or prove herself. At that pointthe 

examples for this negative effort and the intellegence and soul‟s beingaway from clearness were shown in the 

lines of noblewomen, having thechance of writing something. Middle class women started to write andcould 

earn money as a writer in the middle of 18th century.19th century could be seen as the novel era of middle class 

women. Thereasons of it was told in the book like this: “The literature education thatwomen got was character 

analysis and emotion examination. The closerelatives were always with them. They didn‟t have their own room 

andtheir studies usually were studying in the living room at the risk of beinginterrupted. So they wrote novels. It 

might be just because it hadn‟t beenformed yet and also been a new kind literature. In this era not being 

atraditional example, made women writers begin their own custom.However the women wrote without hate, 

fear, resistance and preaching. 

They gave up changing their value judgment to agree with the others.The author, towards the end of the 

book, mentions reading the novel ofa male author, and says that: „‟It was really pleasing to read what a 

maleauthor has written again. After all the novels I read that‟s been written byfemale authors, this one was 

really direct and explicit.‟‟ He was displaying agreat amount of freedom of opinion, personal freedom and self 

confidence.The reader was feeling a comfort in front of this well nourished, welleducated, never been opposed, 

but at the same time, he/she was respectingto the right of reaching wherever he wants since the day he was born. 

But itwas easy to feel the ego behind the book and the emotions couldn‟t expressmore ideas anymore.All of the 

conclusions, reached under this statement are that to think aboutthe gender of the author is fatal. The important 

thing is, the two gendersshould work together. There shouldn‟t be any differences in their mind,like in their 

body. Before the art of the writing, we see that there should bea cooperation between males and females, and for 

females, the road to thiscooperation passes from the money she has and her room. We also see thatshe should 

have the habit of the freedom and courage of writing the ideasword for word. 
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The most famous novel of Virginia Wolf, A Room of One‟s Own, tells abouttwo things; woman, and 

literature. Those two keywords aren‟t really assimple as they seem. When you think about them profoundly, you 

see thatthey‟re actually a lot more important than that. The social gender matter,the presence of a patriarchal 

community, the inequalities in education, thefact that women cannot appear in history, or the scarcity of the 

appearanceof women in the history are the main things told in the book. In order to becreative in terms of 

intellectuality, women need a room of their own. In thisparadigm, two important questions appear: Why is the 

world of the writingis more difficult for women than it is for men, and the solution of Woolf forthis hardships, 

having a room, what does it mean? First of all, Woolf tellsus at the beginning of the book that she couldn‟t study 

in Oxbridge justbecause she was a woman. At this point, it must be known that Oxbridge isa blending of the 

words Oxford and Cambridge. This information, tells usthat at that time, it was forbidden for females to addent 

universities. Andthen, Woolf asks that famous question:What would happen if Shakespeare had a skilled sister 

named 

Judith? 

It‟s not really hard to make some predictions about that. While Shakespearecontinues his education and 

becomes and important figure of a theater andwriting, Judith cannot go to school. When her family wants her to 

marry,she follows her skills and runs away. When she applies to a theater in orderto fulfill her dreams, she is 

faced with the truth of no women can jointheater. Finally, she becomes pregnant from a manager who feels bad 

forher. She cannot carry her poet soul that is caged in her body, and commitssuicide. The only reason Judith 

commits suicide is because she couldn‟t bestrong in the intellectual, professional, social and politic world just 

becauseshe was a woman. This imaginary sister, clearly shows us the likely endingof a skilled women.Then 

Woolf, talks about the difficulties women face because of the socialconditions. It is obvious that the most 

difficult ones are the limitations inthe family. The world of home/family locks the woman up in the house 

andisolates her from the public area. In this sense, maybe the most importantone is the motherhood issue. 

Because most of the time, while the husbandcontinues his life on the outside, the women should look after her 

child.Woolf compares the writing a text (with the metaphor of giving birth) andbiological motherhood. But most 

of the time, to make this decision is notin the hands of the women. For a woman that doesn‟t have any rights 

ormoney, it‟s impossible to even dream a life other than marrying a good manand being locked up in the house. 

In the house, woman has a huge amountof things to do such as food, cleaning the nurture of the children. 

Andwhile doing these things, it‟s impossible for woman to become creative.A Room of One‟s Own, is based on 

two conference text, given by Woolf in1928 in Newnham and Girton Universities. But this information 

shouldn‟tfool us to think that the book is based on reality. Just the opposite, the bookis pure fiction. At the 

beginning of the book, Woolf says that:I think I don‟t need to say the thing I‟m about to tell, Oxbridge, and „‟I‟‟ 

isnot real. Some lies will pour from my lips, but inside this lies, there can besome reality mixed in them. I leave 

it to the reader to find this reality andpull it out and to decide that it has a chapter that worth hiding.One of the 

interesting details almost the same as this one, is that the bookdoesn‟t have only one narrator. She continues: 

“You can call me Mary Beton, Mary Seton, Mary Carmichael or any other 

name you want to give me. It doesn‟t really matter.” 

One of the reasons of this conscious choice may be the struggle ofdestroying the authority of the 

narrator in the narrative. If we go deeperin this issue, we can come to the conclusion of Woolf trying to 

destroythe bond between the author and the authority and try to cripple the bondbetween the authority and the 

males in the means of literary. Because ofthese reasons we talked about, Woolf has a strong and extraordinary 

bondbetween her readers. And maybe, because of that reason, reading A Roomof One‟s Own makes the reader 

feel like chatting with Virginia Woolfherself about her true identity and beyond the time. Woolf, first of all 

givesus the answers for why being an author is harder for women than it is formen. We can put what she said 

about this on this order:The difficulties of getting education for women and the limitations broughtby the family 

life. 

Woolf primarily explains that just because she is a woman, it is forbiddenfor her to have an education 

at Oxbridge at the beginning of the book.At that point, it is important to state that Oxbridge is derived from 

thenames of Oxford and Cambridge universities. This information reveals theimpossibility of a girl having an 

education at university in that period.Then, Woolf asks this renowned question: 

“What would have happened if Shakespeare had had a wonderfully gifted 

sister, called Judith?” 

It is not difficult to imagine this possible scenario: While Shakespeareproceeds on his education and he 

carves out a niche for himself in theaterand literature, Judith is not sent to school. When her family wants to 

marryher, she runs away following her talent. When she applies for a job toa theater with the purpose of 

realizing her dream like Shakespeare hasdone, she comes face to face with an answer that any woman cannot 

bean actress. Ultimately, she is impregnated by a manager feeling pity forher. She cannot sustain her poet‟s 

spirit trapped in a woman body and shecommits suicide! What would be the reason of Judith‟s suicide instead 

ofnot being able to find a way to gain power at intellectual, professional,social and political fields just because 
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of being a woman? (Squier, SusanM.: 1985) This imaginary sister displays explicitly the possible end of agifted 

woman‟s life.Then, Woolf makes mention of inequalities and some difficulties thatwomen have because of 

social conditions. It has been seen that thesesocial conditions include specifically and mostly family life 

restrictions.Domestic/family life confines woman to the home and isolates her frompublic sphere. In this 

framework, the most important issue is probablymotherhood issue. For the reason that the woman is supposed to 

take careof her child at home whereas her husband maintains his life mostly atoutside. Woolf sees 

writing/production processes as biologic motherhoodwith respect to the metaphor of giving birth to a text. 

(Abel, Elizabeth:1993) But mostly, this selection is also beyond women‟ power. It isimpossible even to desire 

another option apart from marrying a very niceman, confining herself to the domestic life for a woman not 

having enoughmoney and rights. And the woman undertakes the domestic responsibilitiessuch as cooking, 

cleaning and child caring attributed to them. After all,that the woman can be creative is out of the question due 

to these domestictasks. Also, Virginia Woolf expresses at her book, A Room of One‟s Own,as: 

“…For all the dinners are cooked; the plates and cups washed; the children 

sent to school and gone out into the world. Nothing remains of it all. All 

has vanished” (Woolf, V. :1945). 

Depending on all inequalities, difficulties mentioned above, Woolfconcludes that women have only one 

opportunity to overcome all of themand produce something new going beyond nothingness. A room of her 

own,first of all, means a place and time that a woman can conduct intellectualstudies without being disturbed, 

away from difficulties and responsibilitiesand that is directly associated with economic freedom. However, 

moreimportant thing is that Woolf advices the women, first of all, on being freein mind and then writing. 

“According to Virginia Woolf, writing itself isa crucial part of feminism transited from private sphere to public 

sphere.” 

(Snaith, Anna: 2003)  

Briefly, Virginia Woolf wants women to be free in every field. She statesthat the rights given to men 

about working with equal rights as men, fairwages or equal pay, having equal right in education and sex equality 

shouldbe given to women, as well.In this study, I emphasize especially the contributions of feminism 

towomen‟s life and the things that women should do to have equal rights.As I express in the beginning of my 

study, it has better to state both goodand bad sides of feminism when evaluating it. There are of course, some 

people and groups that use feminism to get privileges as well as writersthat are sincere in what they say on the 

subject of feminism. I concentrateon To the Lighthouse, a notable work, among masterpieces of VirginiaWoolf, 

a prominent feminist writer, as a reference in this study.The woman shall definitely write and publish her 

writings if she is literallywilling to express herself and fight for the idea that women should haveequal rights as 

men. It is true that women fall behind men in some fields, soit is inevitable for them to produce new things in 

the academic field insteadof blaming the opposite sex for this situation. 

Consequently, I might express that I agree with Woolf on many subjects,especially the subjects of 

education, job opportunities and the matter ofdeserving the same respect at the community. Moreover, as Woolf 

statewomen and men should not be opponents, they should create somethingputting their heads together. A 

woman and a man are like two sides of face.It is impossible that the woman might be successful by ostracizing 

him orman might be successful by ostracizing her at 21st century. 
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